SITE PLAN REVIEW COMMITTEE
MEETING AGENDA
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

SPRC STAFF COORDINATOR:
Item 1.

Tuesday, October 29, 2019
7:00 – 9:00 p.m.
2100 Clarendon Boulevard
Conference Room 311 (3rd Floor)
Arlington, VA 22201
Courtney Badger (acting)

1900 Crystal Drive (SP #56 & #421)
(RPC#s 34-026-035, -037, -038, -039)
Planning Commission and County Board meetings to be determined.
Adam Watson (CPHD Staff)

7:00pm–9:00 pm

The Site Plan Review Committee (SPRC) is comprised of Planning Commission members, representatives from other
relevant commissions and several appointed citizens. The SPRC reviews all site plans and major site plan
amendments requests, which are submitted to the County Board and the Planning Commission for consideration.
The major responsibilities of the SPRC are the following:
1.

Review site plan or major site plan amendment requests in detail.

2.

Advise the Planning Commission by recommending the appropriate action in regard to a specific
plan and any conditions, which it might determine to be necessary or appropriate.

3.

Provide a forum by which interested citizens, civic associations and neighborhood conservation
committees can review and comment on a particular plan, or the effects that the proposed
project might have on the neighborhood.

In order to save copying costs, staff has selectively chosen the reduced drawings to be included in this package.
The complete full size drawings are available for review in the Arlington County Zoning Office, 10th Floor,
Courthouse Plaza, 2100 Clarendon Boulevard and also in the Central Library’s Virginia Room, 1015 N. Quincy St.,
(703) 228-5990.
For more information on the Arlington County Planning Commission, go to their web site
http://commissions.arlingtonva.us/planning-commission/
For more information on the Site Plan public review process, go to the Arlington County Planning Division’s web
site on Development Proposals/Site Plans
http://www.arlingtonva.us/Departments/CPHD/Planning/applications/site_plans/CPHDPlanningApplicationsSite
_plansMain.aspx
To view the current Site Plan Review Committee schedule, go to the web site
http://commissions.arlingtonva.us/planning-commission/sprc/
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ITEM 1
1900 Crystal Drive (SP #56 & #421)
(RPC#s 34-026-035, -037, -038, -039)
SPRC #1 – October 29, 2019
1. Introductions
2. Informational Presentations
a. Proposal Overview (Applicant)
b. Analysis of Proposal (Staff)
3. SPRC Discussion
a. Land Use and Zoning
i. Land use mix (residential vs. office)
ii. Proposed re-zoning to C-O-Crystal City
b. Site Design and Characteristics
i. Topography/existing site constraints
ii. Building locations and orientation
iii. Underground locations
iv. Building heights and massing/coverage
v. Retail frontages
vi. Relationship of buildings to streetscape/ “woonerf”
c. Architecture
i. Design and features
ii. Materials
iii. Fenestration/transparency
4. SPRC Wrap-up/Concluding Comments
5. Public Comment
Site Walking Tour & SPRC #2 – November 14, 2019
1. Walking tour
2. Introductions
3. Applicant presentation(s)
4. SPRC Discussion
a. Transportation
i. Connections/Infrastructure
1. Street network
2. Woonerf/pedestrian-priority plaza
3. Build-to lines
4. Mass transit facilities/access
5. Vehicular and pedestrian routes
6. Bike routes and facilities
ii. Parking
1. Existing vs. proposed
2. Access (curb cuts, driveways, etc.)
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iii. Loading/Deliveries
1. Drop-offs
2. Loading docks
5. SPRC Wrap-up/Concluding Comments
6. Public comment
SPRC #3 – December 19, 2019
1. Introduction
2. Applicant presentation (SPRC topics)
3. Applicant presentation (revised Block Plan)
4. Staff presentation (updates, if necessary)
5. J-K Block Plan - Wrap-Up
a. Outstanding Block Plan deviations
6. SRPC Discussion
a. Open Space and Landscaping
i. Connection to future Center Park1
ii. Trees and landscaping
b. Community Benefits and Site Improvements
i. Sustainable design
ii. Affordable housing contribution
c. Phasing and Construction
7. Public Comment

1

Note: The design of Center Park will be the focus of a separate, post-approval planning process.
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Site Location:

The subject site (SP #421) is 158,767 sq. ft. (3.6 acres), encompassing 1900
Crystal Drive and 1851 S. Bell Street (RPC#s 034-026-037, -038, and -039).
The site is bounded by 18th Street South to the north; Crystal Drive to the
east; 20th Street South to the south; and S. Bell Street and the Crystal Mall
I and Marriott hotel (SP #56) to the west. The existing Site Plan #56 includes
1800, 1801, 1851, 1901 S. Bell Street, and 1999 Richmond Highway.

Applicant Information:
Applicant
CESC Mall Land LLC
c/o JBG Smith Properties
4445 Willard Avenue, Suite 400
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Jay Kelly & Eric Shullman
(240) 333-3600
jpkelly@jbgsmith.com;
eshullman@jbgsmith.com

Attorney
Venable, LLC
8010 Towers Cresent Drive
Suite 300
Tysons, VA 22182
Kedrick Whitmore, Esq.
(703) 905-1514
KNWhitmore@Venable.com

Architect
Torti Gallas + Partners
1300 Spring Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Stefan Lucas & Sherief Elfar
(301) 588-4800
slucas@tortigallas.com;
selfar@tortigallas.com

Civil Engineer
Bowman Consulting Group Ltd.
12355 Sunrise Valley Drive
Suite 520
Reston, VA 20191
John Lutostanski
(703) 464-1000
jlutostanski@bowmanconsulting.com

Landscape Architect 1
Lee and Associates, Inc.
638 Eye Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
Bang Shon
(202) 466-6666
bshon@leeandassociatesinc.com

Traffic Engineer
Gorove / Slade
1140 Connecticut Ave NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
Dan VanPelt
(202) 540-1924
dan.vanpelt@goroveslade.com

LEED Consultant
Sustainable Design Consulting, LLC
1432 K Street NW, 3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20005
Kara Strong
(202) 667-1622
kara@sustaindesign.net

MEP Engineer
GHT Limited
1110 N. Glebe Road
Suite 300
Arlington, VA 22201
John Budock
(703) 243-1200
jbudock@ghtltd.com

Landscape Architect 2
Oehme, Van Sweden
800 G Street SE
Washington, DC 20003
Stacilyn Feldman
(202) 546-7575
sfeldman@ovsla.com

BACKGROUND: Block J-K is subject to Site Plan #56 (Z-1882-67-1) which was originally
approved as the “Crystal Mall” by the County Board in July 1967. SP #56 has subsequently been
amended several times, ultimately allowing 1,129,628 sq. ft. of office, 21,834 sq. ft. of retail,
and 340 hotel rooms. A common underground parking structure with 1,887 spaces serves the
uses on the block, and the retail uses are located within the portion of the Crystal City
Underground that traverses the block. In September 2012, the County Board approved a now
expired site plan amendment for the construction of up to 719,704 sq. ft. of office space and up
to 11,290 sq. ft. of retail space. While this site plan amendment has since expired, the
concurrent rezoning from “C-O” Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Multiple-Family
Dwelling Districts to “C-O-Crystal City” Mixed Use Crystal City District did not expire, and a
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portion of the subject site remains zoned “C-O-Crystal City”. In June 2018, the County Board
approved another amendment to SP #56 which permitted a parking ratio of one (1) parking
space per 588 sq. ft. of gross floor area (GFA), excluding hotel GFA.
The following provides additional information about the site and location:
Site: The site (SP #421) is located at 1900 Crystal Drive and 1851 S. Bell Street (RPC#s 034026-037, -038, and -039), within the Crystal City neighborhood. The site is defined by the
following uses:
To the north:

Crystal Mall II; 18th Street South; and Crystal Square (SP #90), zoned “C-O”

To the east:

Crystal Drive; and Crystal Park (SP #167), zoned “C-O-1.5”

To the west:

S. Bell Street; Crystal Mall I and Marriott hotel (SP #56), zoned “C-O”

To the south: Crystal Mall IV, zoned “C-O”; 20th Street South; and 220 20th Street South,
zoned “C-O”
Existing Zoning: “C-O”, Mixed Use District; and “C-O-Crystal City”, Mixed Use Crystal City.
Proposed Zoning (SP #421): “C-O-Crystal City”, Mixed Use Crystal City.
Existing GLUP Designation: “High” Office-Apartment-Hotel; and Note 1: Crystal City
Coordinated Redevelopment District.
Proposed GLUP Designation: N/A
Neighborhood: The site is located within the Crystal City Civic Association (CCCA) boundary.
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J-K Block Location (SP #56)

N

Marriott
Mall I

Mall IV

Mall II

Mall III
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Proposed Site Area - Location (SP #421)
N

Mall IV

Mall II

Mall III
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Existing Site Zoning

N
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Existing Site GLUP Designation:

N
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Existing Development: The table below provides a summary of the existing, approved density
for SP #56 (J-K Blocks):

The site (SP #421) includes the Crystal Mall III building, which was demolished in 2019, and a
portion of the existing private courtyard between the Crystal Mall II, III and IV buildings. Crystal
Mall III was an 11-story, 401,935 sq. ft. building situated parallel to Crystal Drive with surface
parking on the north and south sides of the building that connect to an at-grade drive through
lane. Though the primary pedestrian entrance to the building was provided from the existing
courtyard along South Bell Street, streetscape improvements provided along Crystal Drive, 18th
Street South and 20th Street South facilitate the movement of people past this block. Along
Crystal Drive, the streetscape consists of an approximately 30-foot wide section with an
approximately 10-foot wide clear walkway zone (an entrance to the Crystal City Underground
and tree wells flank the sidewalk and disrupt the clear path in this area); adjacent to 18th Street
South, the streetscape consists of an approximately 35-foot wide section with an approximately
5-foot wide clear walkway zone (a raised garage ventilation shaft consumes a large portion of
this area); and along 20th Street South, the streetscape contains an approximately 16-foot wide
section with an approximately 10-foot wide clear walkway zone. Access to the surface parking,
loading activities, refuse collection, and garage entrances are provided from curb cuts along
18th Street South and 20th Street South. The building’s west elevation is oriented towards the
existing courtyard on the block (and future location of Center Park).
A major feature of the block is the difference in the finished grade between Crystal Drive
(elevation 36 feet) and South Clark Street (elevation 66 feet), with the existing central courtyard
area of the block between Crystal Drive and South Bell Street developed at an elevation of 53
feet. This grade differential defined the development of the block whereby the Center Park
portion of the block was established at a finished grade of 53 feet with the lobbies of the
Crystal Mall II, III and IV buildings oriented around this courtyard, but their respective opposite
elevations dropped down to the adjacent finished grade that increases from 36 feet along
Crystal Drive up to 53 feet along South Bell Street. The resulting effect is that the existing
central courtyard and future location of Center Park area is approximately 17 feet above the
finished grade of the proposed site plan area along Crystal Drive. The Crystal Mall II and IV
buildings present a much greater increase in grade, as is displayed by the retaining walls located
at the back of the sidewalk along 18th Street South and 20th Street South (see images below).
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Aerial view – Mall III prior to demolition (looking west)
Mall IV

Mall II

Mall III

N
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Aerial View – Mall II, III, IV and courtyard (looking east)
N

Mall III

Mall II

Mall IV

Street View – Mall II, III, IV and courtyard (looking east from S. Bell Street)

Mall II

Mall IV

Mall III
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Street View – Mall II and III (looking south from 18th Street South)

Mall III
Mall II

Street View – Mall III (looking west from Crystal Drive)
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Street View – Mall III and IV (looking north from 20th Street South)

Mall IV
Mall III

Development Potential:
Site Plan Area (SP #421):
158,767 sq. ft. / (3.64 ac)

Density Allowed for Proposed Uses

Maximum Development

C-O-CC: By-Right (158,767
sq. ft. / 3.64 aces)

Proposed Zoning: “C-O Crystal City” District
All uses
95,260 sq. ft. GFA
(maximum 0.6 FAR)

C-O-CC: Site Plan
(158,767 sq. ft. / 3.64
aces)

Commercial or Hotel (3.8 FAR)
or
Residential (4.8)

603,316 sq. ft. GFA
or
762,084 sq. ft. GFA2

Proposed Development: The following provides a statistical summary of the proposed
development for SP #56 (density to remain) and SP #421 (new development):
Site Plan #56 (C-O District)
Site Area
Existing Site Plan Area
Removed Site Plan Area (to SP #421)
Net Site Plan Area
Office/Commercial Density

Existing
413,238 sq. ft.

1,286,918 sq. ft.
(1,255,802 sq. ft. office)
(31,116 sq. ft. retail)

Proposed3
158,767.44 sq. ft.
254,470.56 sq. ft.
884,983 sq. ft.
(856,363 sq. ft. office)
(28,620 sq. ft. retail)

2 Note: with additional density or other development features permitted in accordance with the Crystal City Sector Plan
3 Density calculated by removing existing density for Mall III.
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Hotel Density
TOTAL Density

218,781 sq. ft.
218,781 sq. ft.
3.64 FAR
4.34 FAR
(1,505,699 sq. ft.)
(1,103,764 sq. ft.)
Existing J-K Block Development Proposed to Remain, by Building and Use (sq. ft.)
Building
Office
Retail
Hotel
Total
Mall I
226,496
26,628
253,124
Mall II
312,858
312,858
Mall IV
317,009
1,992
319,001
Marriott Hotel
218,781
218,781
TOTAL
856,363
28,620
218,781
1,103,764
Parking/Loading
Existing/Approved
Proposed
Parking ratio
1 space per 600 sq. ft. of GFA
1 space per 738 sq. ft. of GFA
(excluding hotel uses)
(excluding hotel uses)4
(1,887 total spaces existing)
(1200 total spaces remain
(excluding those for proposed SP
#421))
Loading spaces (Crystal Mall IV only)5
2 spaces
1 space

Site Plan #421 (C-O Crystal City)
Site Area
Site Area – Residential
Site Area – Com./Retail
Site Area – TOTAL
Density/Uses
Residential
South Tower
North Tower
Commercial/Retail
South Tower
North Tower
“Mid-Block”
Density Exclusions
South Tower
North Tower
Garage
Additional Density - Green Building
LEED Silver + 2 APCs
TOTAL Density

Building Height
Average Site Elevation (ASE)
South Tower – Height (from ASE)
North Tower – Height (from ASE)

Base/Zoning Requirement

Proposed

-

148,925.49 sq. ft.
9,841.95 sq. ft.
158,767.44 sq. ft.
(121,365 sq. ft. post-dedication)

4.8 FAR (714,842 sq. ft.)

5.1 FAR (759,519 sq. ft.) (790 units)
399,167 sq. ft. (443 units)
360,352 sq. ft. (347 units)
4.1 FAR (40,352 sq. ft.)
16,458 sq. ft.
19,494 sq. ft.
4,400 sq. ft.
27,823 sq. ft.
4,575 sq. ft.
4,325 sq. ft.
18,923 sq. ft.
0.3 FAR (47,630.23 sq. ft.)

3.8 FAR (37,399.41 sq. ft.)

-

0.3 FAR
4.8 FAR (Res.) or
3.8 FAR (Com.)
(752,241.76 sq. ft.)

5.04 FAR (799,871 sq. ft.)

300 ft.
300 ft.

42.78 ft.
278 ft. (main roof)
278 ft. (main roof)

4 Calculated by dividing the total remaining SP #56 GFA (minus hotel space) by 1200.
5 There are no other proposed changes to loading on SP #56.
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“Mid-Block” – Height (from ASE)
Building Tower Coverage/Separation
Tower Coverage (total)
Separation Distance (above 5th floor)
Parking/Loading
Parking Space Ratio
Residential (spaces)
Commercial/Retail (spaces)
Compact Spaces
Additional Spaces (tandem)
Loading Spaces
South Tower
North Tower
“Mid-Block”

300 ft.

~17.5 ft. (total height)

85% max.
60 ft. min.

64.3%
~69.5 ft.

1.125 per first 200 units + 1 per
each additional unit.
1 per 1,000 sq. ft. of GFA.
15%
9 spaces total
5 spaces
4 spaces
None

0.7 per unit (553 spaces)
None
29%
42 spaces
4 spaces total
2 spaces
2 spaces
None

Density and Uses: The following summarizes the applicant’s proposal for SP #56 and SP #421:
Rezoning (SP #421 site area only):
•

From “C-O” and “C-O Crystal City” to entirely “C-O Crystal City”

SP #56 – Amendment:
•
•
•

Remove 158,767.44 sq. ft. of site area (for SP #421)
Retain existing density, uses, and parking
Relocate the loading space for Mall IV

SP #421 – New Site Plan:
•
•

•

Construct new north-south alley and east-west “woonerf”/pedestrian priority street
Construct approximately 5.0 FAR of new development:
o Two (2) new mixed-use towers:
▪ South Tower
• 443 dwelling units
• 16,458 sq. ft. of retail
• 27 stories
▪ North Tower
• 347 dwelling units
• 19,494 sq. ft. retail
• 26 stories
o New “mid-block” retail - 4,400 sq. ft.
Parking at 0.7 spaces per dwelling unit

Requested Zoning Modifications (SP #56):
•
•

Reduced parking ratio
Reduced loading space
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Requested Zoning Modifications6 (SP #421):
• Additional density for LEED Silver certification
• Reduce residential parking requirements
• Increased compact parking
• Reduce the number of loading spaces
• Density exclusions for mechanical space
Site and Design: The applicant proposes two (2) new mixed-use towers with residential and
ground-level retail. The towers are separated by a proposed “woonerf” or pedestrian priority
street, and from the rest of the J-K Block by a proposed alley. Across the alley from the towers,
the applicant proposed new, one (1) story retail spaces. The towers are separated from each
other by a distance of approximately 69.5 ft. above the fifth floor, and are each separated from
the remaining Crystal Mall II and Mall IV building faces (across the alley) by approximately 66 ft.
(on average). Parking for the proposed towers is below grade, connecting with the existing
underground parking structure for the rest of the block. Stairs are proposed to connect the
future Center Park with the proposed alley.
Proposed Site Layout (adapted from LRPC):

New alley

New retail
(below)

N

New “woonerf”

New retail (below)

Future Center
Park – Phase I

6

The requested modifications are subject to change.
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Proposed: Ground Floor Layout at Crystal Drive elevation (retail in red)
N

South Tower: The 27-story South Tower is proposed towards the intersection of 20 th Street
South and Crystal Drive, with retail on all four corners of the ground level, and a residential
lobby fronting directly on the internal “woonerf”. Loading is proposed on the west side of the
building, facing the proposed alley. The building massing is “curved” in nature, and tapers with
height from the west and north (see image below). The building features several terraces,
courtyards, and green canopies/roofs (particularly on the west and north sides); located on the
1st, 2nd, 7th, 8th, 21st, 26th, and roof levels (see landscape plans for further information). The
façade materials are primarily terra cotta panels and aluminum and glass window system; with
storefront glass and a stone clad base at the ground level.
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Rendering of the South Tower (from the corner of 20th Street S. and Crystal Drive):

South Tower: Tapering Massing (Floor Area) with Height:

North Tower: The 28-story North Tower, is proposed towards the intersection of 18 th Street
South and Crystal Drive, with retail on all four corners of the ground level, and a residential
lobby fronting directly on the internal “woonerf”. Loading is proposed on the west side of the
building, facing the proposed alley. In contrast to the South Tower, the north tower building
massing features straight lines and a more “block-shaped” architectural design. The building
also tapers with height from all sides (particularly the west), narrowing towards the center (see
image below). The building features several terraces, courtyards, and green canopies/roofs;
located on the 2nd, 26th, 27th and roof levels (see landscape plans for further information). The
lower façade features brick cladding and a glazed storefront system; while the upper levels
employ primarily a contrasting light and dark-toned rainscreen and aluminum and glass window
system.
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Rendering of the South Tower (from Crystal Drive):

North Tower: Tapering Massing (Floor Area) with Height:

“Mid-Block” Retail: Two (2), single-level ground floor retail spaces are proposed “mid-block”,
along the alley. The height of the top of the retail space matches the grade of the existing plaza
above, and the future center park would “deck-over” the retail (see elevation drawing below).
The southern retail space (~2,950 sq. ft.) is near the corner of the proposed alley and 20 th Street
South; while the norther retail space (~1,450 sq. ft.) is near the middle of the block, with access
from the alley. The southern retail space displaces the existing loading for the Crystal Mall IV
building, which is proposed to be relocated immediately north of the retail. The western edge
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of the alley would also include an existing garage exit (for SP #56), new stairs leading up to the
future Center Park, and the existing service/loading area for the Crystal Mall II building.
“Mid-Block” Retail: Elevation (from 20th Street S.):

“Mid-block”
Retail

Mall IV

South Tower

Sustainable Design: The new buildings are proposed to be designed at the LEED Silver level. Per
the County’s Green Building Density Incentive Program, the applicant is seeking an additional
0.3 FAR of density for LEED Silver Certification and two (2) Arlington Priority Credits (APCs).
Transportation: This project is located in Crystal City in the block bounded by 18 th Street S.,
Crystal Drive, 20th Street S., and S. Bell Street within the area of the Crystal City Sector Plan
(CCSP). The focus of the project is along the eastern half of the block along Crystal Drive. The
site is accessible by multiple modes of transportation to allowing transportation choice to the
site. The Crystal City Metrorail station, serving the yellow and blue lines, and associated bus
stops are located adjacent to the site at the intersection of S. Bell Street at 18 th Street S.
Northeast of the project on the east side Crystal Drive there are several bus stops and the
Virginia Railway Express (VRE) station is within ¼ mile of the site. Additionally, there are two
Capital Bikeshare stations along the blocks frontage of South Bell Street and Crystal Drive
respectively.
Streets and Sidewalks: The Master Transportation Plan (MTP) identifies 18th Street S., 20th
Street S., and Crystal Drive as Type A-Primarily Retail Oriented Mixed-Use arterials. In addition
to the street identified on the MTP, the project proposes adding a new mid-block alley parallel
to Crystal Drive between 18th Street S. and 20th Street S., along with a new one-way
pedestrian/vehicle connection mid-block from Crystal Drive to the new alley.
Crystal Drive: Along the site frontage is approximately 59-feet wide from curb to curb. Within
this section four (4) travel lanes, one southbound, one center left-turn lane, and two
northbound lanes, along with bike lanes on either side of the street. Adjacent to the site, on the
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west side of the street, on-street parking is provided along the curb. The streetscape along the
project is approximately 18-feet wide providing a 10.5-foot clear sidewalk and 6-foot street tree
and furniture zone buffered from the street by 1-foot of banding.
The project proposes to maintain the existing curb to curb width of Crystal Drive. The
streetscape along Crystal Drive is proposed to be consistent with the 15’ to 18’
Commercial/Mixed Use recommendations of the CCSP. Street trees are proposed in 5’x12’ tree
pits, located approximately 1.5-feet behind the curb, adjacent to a minimum 8-foot wide
sidewalk.
18th Street S.: The project impacts eastern half of the block’s frontage along 18th Street S.
between Crystal Drive and S. Bell Street. The western portion of the block will remain generally
unchanged along the 1801 S. Bell (Bloomberg BNA) building.
The Sector Plan recommends the 18th Street S. cross section consist of parking on the north
side, two travel lanes in each direction, a middle transit lane, and bike lanes in both directions
for a total cross section of 75-feet.
The applicant proposes to maintain the 18th Street S. street section of approximately 54.5-feet
approved with Site Plan #90 for the Crystal Square block along the northern side of the street.
The approved section includes two travel lanes in each direction and bike lanes in each
direction.
The applicant proposes to improve the streetscape along the frontage of 18 th Street South
consistent with the sector plan recommendations, providing a minimum 16-foot wide
streetscape section. Within the proposed section new street trees will be provided in 5’x12’
planters along with a minimum 8-foot wide clear sidewalk.
20th Street S. Like 18th Street S. the project impacts only the eastern half of the block’s
frontage along 18th Street S. between Crystal Drive and S. Bell Street. Along 20 th Street S. the
street cross section varies along the site frontage. At its widest the street is approximately 54feet wide providing three (3) travel lanes, one in each direction and a center turn lane, and
parking on either side of the street.
The Sector Plan recommends the 20th Street S. cross section consist of parking on both sides of
the street, two travel lanes in each direction for a total cross section of 61-feet.
The project proposes a street cross section for 20th Street S. of 54.5-feet, allowing for on-street
parking on the south side of the street along with two (2) travel lanes in each direction. Staff is
working with the applicant to look at the street cross section for 20th Street between Crystal
Drive and Richmond Davis Highway to evaluate the ability to deliver the street section
identified in the sector plan. This review will not only look at the project block but consider the
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coordinated redevelopment of the other sites along 20th Street S. envisioned to be
redeveloped as part of the sector plan.
Along the project 20th Street S. frontage project proposes a minimum 18-foot wide streetscape
section. Within the proposed section new street trees will be provided in 5’x12’ planters along
with a minimum 10-foot wide clear sidewalk.
“Mid-block” Retail Alley: The project proposes creating a new alley mid-block connecting 18th
Street S. and 20th Street S. The alley will allow all of the parking and loading for the block to be
accessed off the alley rather than from multiple curb cuts around the block. The alley will also
support pedestrian and bicycle access in and through the block. The alley is proposed to by
approximately 36-feet from building to building. The space is proposed to be paved from
building to building with a 22-foot wide section supporting two-way vehicle flow through the
alley. Staff is working with the applicant to design the alley as a low speed shared space for
vehicles and pedestrians alike.
“Woonerf” Plaza Street: Located between the north and south building the project proposes an
approximately 60-foot wide plaza street. The design of the plaza envisions a one-way
(westbound) vehicle connection from Crystal Drive through to the alley. The new vehicle
connection has been designed to principally support pick-up and drop-off operation from the
lobbies of the buildings. This vehicle connection was not envisioned within the sector plan and
it adds new turning operations off Crystal Drive, while also removing on-street parking along
Crystal Drive. Staff does not support the shared vehicle-pedestrian use of the plaza as
proposed. Staff and the applicant continue to evaluate the most appropriate design for the
plaza.
Trip Generation: A Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) was submitted by the applicant, prepared by
Gorove/Slade dated March 15, 2019. The analysis looked at twelve (12) intersections around
the site and evaluated the intersections in the existing conditions, future conditions without the
proposed development, and future conditions with the proposed development. The analysis
concluded that the proposed development will generate, during the AM peak period,
approximately 109 vehicular, 289 transit, 90 pedestrian, and 31 bicycle trips, and during the PM
peak period, approximately 137 vehicular, 387 transit, 169 pedestrian, and 44 bicycle trips.
The analysis showed that the overall operation of all the signalized intersections is at an
acceptable Level of Service (LOS) under existing conditions, future conditions without the
proposed development, and future conditions with the proposed development.
The analysis also assessed the impact of the development on the adjacent street, sidewalk,
transit, and bicycle network and considered additional traffic generated by approved unbuilt
projects within the study area.
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Open Space: [This section will be updated further, prior to the discussion of open space at SPRC
#3.] The Crystal City Sector Plan (CCSP) calls for the creation of Center Park on this block – the
largest park planned in Crystal City, at 74,200 sq. ft. The CCSP envisioned an open space with
civic character, featuring a wide variety of uses including, but limited to: passive recreation,
exhibitions, concerts, temporary kiosk retail. (Note: please see Discussion section below for
further information on the CCSP and Center Park). The CCSP calls for the County to construct
the new Center Park, and also envisioned the Crystal Mall II building remaining. While the CCSP
also envisioned the Crystal Mall IV building to be replaced with Center Park area, the
demolition of the Mall IV is not imminent, as is currently occupied with a long-term tenant. To
achieve the goals of the CCSP, the applicant is proposing to provide a public easement over the
existing section of courtyard (and ultimately the Crystal Mall IV area) which will enable the
County to achieve the built-out of Center Park in the future. As illustrated below, at LRPC, the
applicant proposed a two (2) phase approach for achieving Center Park in the future. Staff plans
to lead a separate, post-site plan approval process for designing Center Park. The dates for the
Center Park planning process are yet-to-be-determined.
Applicant’s Concept for Center Park Phasing (from LRPC):

DISCUSSION: The following provides staff’s analysis of the proposal:
GLUP: The existing site GLUP designation is “High” Office-Apartment-Hotel and the site is part
of the Crystal City Coordinated Redevelopment District. The applicant is not requesting to
change the GLUP designation. The establishment of the Crystal City Coordinated
Redevelopment District communicates the General Land Use Plan’s vision for increased
densities within the district, consistent with the general parameters in the CCSP. All properties
within the boundaries of this district would be eligible for special regulations and incentives
recommended in the CCSP and would be subject to special design guidelines. The subject
proposal’s compliance with the special design guidelines are discussed further below. The goals
of the CCSP include:
• Create a high quality public realm (and open spaces) that strengthens the sense of
place;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a mix of uses by balancing office, residential, retail, cultural and civic uses
among several defined neighborhood centers;
Relate architectural and urban design to the human scale;
Enhance multimodal access and connectivity;
Incorporate sustainable and green building principles into all urban and architectural
design;
Preserve the integrity of the single-family neighborhoods to the west; and
Ensure Crystal City’s long-term economic sustainability.

Rezoning (SP #421): The applicant is requesting to rezone the site entirely to “C-O Crystal City”
from “C-O” (Note: a portion of the site was rezoned from “C-O” to “C-O Crystal City” in
conjunction with the expired site plan in 2012). This site eligible for rezoning to “C-O Crystal
City” because it is within the Crystal City Coordinated Redevelopment District. Given the
requested rezoning, the applicant has submitted a Block Plan in accordance with Arlington
County Zoning Ordinance (ACZO) requirements. Additional site plan requirements, specified in
ACZO §7.16, and relevant to the subject site include:
•

Density: The ACZO allows base density of up to 3.8 FAR commercial/hotel or 4.8 FAR
residential for this site. The applicant is requesting to exceed the base density, at 5 FAR,
by providing sustainable building design at the LEED Silver level, consistent with the
County’s Green Building Bonus Density Program. Moreover, “environmentally
sustainable and energy-efficient building design” is an objective of both the CCSP and
the “C-O Crystal City” district.

•

Land Use/Use Mix: The ACZO allows residential, commercial, hotel or mixed-use
development, with a minimum of 70% office uses on the subject block. The applicant is
proposing predominantly residential use to replace the existing office use on the site.
The ACZO requires that the site plan “not preclude achieving the target mix for the block
on which it is located;” however, the County Board may modify this requirement when
it finds that other goals of the CCSP are substantially met by the project. Staff is
evaluating the proposed Block Plan to assess whether the use mix for the J-K Block is
precluded, or if a zoning modification request is required. While the specific block is
targeted for 70% office use, an overall goal of the CCSP is to “create a more even
balance between residential and office uses and daytime and evening populations.”

•

Height: The ACZO allows for building heights up to 300 ft., excluding mechanical
penthouse and parapet walls. The applicant’s proposal meets this requirement; with
proposed building heights (from ASE, excluding the penthouse) of approximately 278 ft.
The overall tower heights proposed are approximately 299 ft.

•

Architectural Features: The ACZO identifies the northeast corner of the site for an
architectural feature, and the western frontage of the proposed towers for a
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coordinated frontage. These features establish a distinct identity of place, symbolically
mark gateways and significant points of interest, and contribute to the visual and
architectural character of the Crystal City streetscape. In this instance, the CCSP calls for
a special corner treatment on the northeast corner of the proposed North Tower.
Coordinated frontages establish a distinct identity of place, symbolically mark gateways
and significant points of interest, and contribute to the visual and architectural
character of the Crystal City streetscape. Coordinated frontages are less germane to the
applicant’s proposal, given that the project provides two (2) separated towers with
distinct podiums and architecture, rather than a single podium with two (2) towers
above, as illustrated for the site in the CCSP.
•

Building Tower Separation and Coverage: The ACZO requires a “minimum horizontal
separation of 60 feet between building towers above the fifth floor” and building tower
coverage not to exceed 85 percent for the subject site. The applicant’s proposal meets
both requirements, with tower separation exceeding 60 feet and tower coverage under
85 percent7.

•

Streetscape: Unless otherwise modified by the County Board, the ACZO requires site
plans provide streetscapes, including curb, gutter, sidewalk, street light, street furniture,
street trees, landscaping and other elements that are consistent with the CCSP. Staff is
evaluating the proposed streetscape for consistency with the CCSP.

•

Parking/Loading: The applicant is requesting a modification to reduce the overall
amount of parking for the site given the site’s proximity to both existing and future
Metro stations. For residential uses, the applicant is requesting to provide 0.7 parking
spaces per unit, and no additional parking for the proposed retail uses (Note: the
existing parking structure under the J-K Block serves the uses on SP #56, and while
technically separate from SP #421, remains physically connected. There’s an anticipated
1,753 total spaces between the two site plans to serve the whole block). Staff is
evaluating the proposed parking ratios. The applicant is also requesting to lower the
number of required loading spaces for both SP #56 and SP #421. Staff is also evaluating
the site’s anticipated loading needs.

•

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan: The ACZO requires a TDM plan that
“demonstrates a reduction in vehicular trips and an increase in the use of other
transportation options so as to reduce the need for parking on the site.” The applicant
has submitted a draft TDM plan, which is under review by staff.

7 The applicant is working to recalculate the tower coverage; however, it is anticipated that the coverage will meet the

requirements of the ACZO.
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Adopted Plans and Policies:
Crystal City Sector Plan (2010) – Design Guidelines: The Crystal City Sector Plan provides
planning guidance for the subject sites. The concept shown below (from the CCSP) illustrates
one vision for how the J-K Block may develop:
Conceptual Illustrations of the Site from the Crystal City Sector Plan:

1900 Crystal Drive

1900 Crystal Drive
Mall II

Mall II

Center Park

Center Park

Section 3.11 of the Crystal City Sector Plan provides Design Guidelines for use as reference in
the redevelopment of Crystal City. These guidelines recommend that all new and substantially
renovated buildings incorporate a design scheme that provides a distinct podium, middle and
top. As defined by the Crystal City Sector Plan, the podium consists of the lower five to six
stories of the building, while the remaining stories consist of the middle and top elements that
comprise the building’s tower. The middle consists of those stories above the podium, but
excluding the top elements that are defined as the upper two to four stories. The Design
Guidelines include the following categories:
•

Maximum Allowable Height: As discussed above, the combined height of the podium
and tower for development of the subject site should not exceed 300 feet, and the
applicant meets this requirement.

•

Podiums:
•

Minimum Frontage Requirements: The CCSP recommends that the podium should
engage the Recommended Build-to-Line (RBL) within zero to two (2) feet for a
minimum of 80 percent of the street frontage, and that no portion of the building
should be located greater than ten feet from the RBL. Both proposed tower podiums
engage the RBL for greater than 80 percent along 20th Street South, Crystal Drive,
and 18th Street South; however, the proposed alley creates an approximately 36-foot
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gap8 between the face of podiums and the western RBL. Staff is evaluating whether
the proposed alley, which deviates from the CCSP, is a beneficial deviation.
•

Required Building Frontage: The CCSP recommends that every building should have
at least one (1) podium frontage on an RBL for a minimum of 65 feet along the RBL.
The applicant’s proposal meets this recommendation, with the South Tower podium
fronting on 20th Street South for ~154 feet and on Crystal Drive for 179 feet; and
with the North Tower podium fronting on Crystal Drive for 198 feet and on 18 th
Street South for 142 feet.

•

Encroachment: The CCSP recommends that no building should encroach within the
public right-of-way or any open spaces, with the exception of building frontage
elements such as awnings, canopies, bays, blade signage and other similar features.
The proposed towers meet this recommendation. However, while the proposed
“mid-block” retail spaces do not encroach over any open space, as the future Center
Park would extend over the top of the retail, it does encroach under the open space.
Staff is continuing to evaluate the proposed “mid-block” retail.

•

Podium Height: The CCSP recommends that the maximum height of any podium
(first five to six floors of the building) should not exceed 65 feet. The proposal meets
this recommendation: the South Tower podium is 20 feet in height from grade;
while the North Tower podium is approximately 32 feet in height from grade.

•

Architectural Features Encroachment: The CCSP recommends that buildings targeted
for inclusion of architectural features may permit encroachments of up to four (4)
feet beyond the RBL for one-third of the building’s frontage. The proposed North
Tower is recommended to have a northeast corner feature; however, as proposed,
there is no encroachment.

•

Podium Separation Requirement: The CCSP recommends that Where a podium base
does not occupy an entire site and no party-wall condition exists, the podium should
maintain a minimum separation distance of 40 feet from all other adjacent buildings,
except when the separation is for an alley or other vehicular way, which should
typically be 25 feet wide. The proposed South and North Tower podiums meet this
recommendation, with approximately 60 feet of separation between the bases.
Further, there’s approximately 36 feet of separation across the new alley from the
face of the tower podiums to the “mid-block” retail.

•

Base Frontage: The CCSP recommends that the ground floor of the podium base
should be distinguished from other stories of the building by providing a pedestrian
friendly quality with a greater floor-to-ceiling height than other floors. Both

8 Staff has requested additional information from the applicant to assess the site RBLs.
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proposed towers have distinct ground floor treatment, with ground-level retail along
the tower frontages on 20th Street South, Crystal Drive, and 18 th Street South. The
South Tower is proposed to have ground-level ceiling heights of approximately 20
feet, while the North Tower is proposed to have ground-level ceiling heights of
approximately 18.5 feet.

•

•

Top of the Podium: The CCSP recommends that the top of the podiums have a
horizontal architectural unity through the use of cornices or other banding
projections placed at the top of the upper most floor of the podium. The South
Tower has a horizontal aluminum canopy above the first floor, with plantings in a
portion of canopy. The North Tower also has a horizontal canopy above the first
floor, and metal coping on the third and fourth levels as the building massing steps
back from Crystal Drive and 18th Street South.

•

Location of Parking in Podiums: The CCSP recommends that any parking provided
within the podium should be screened with active building liners and that garage
entry doors should not exceed 25 feet in width. The parking for this project is
proposed below grade, rather than in the podium. Both towers have garage doors facing
the proposed interior alley, as well as retail space facing the future Center Park. The
South Tower has two (2) garage doors: one approximately 22.5 feet wide, and one
approximately 24.5 feet. North garage door is 37 feet wide.

Towers:
•

Tower Separation: The CCSP recommends that towers maintain a minimum
separation of 60 feet. As discussed above, the proposed towers are separated from
each other by more than 60 feet, and are separated from the Crystal Mall II and IV
buildings by 69 feet and 66 feet, respectively.

•

Tower Coverage: The CCSP recommends that building tower coverage not to exceed
85 percent for the subject site. As discussed above, the proposed tower coverage is
not anticipated to exceed 85 percent.

•

Forming Towers: The CCSP recommends that tower massing should allow light, air,
and views to penetrate into and through blocks. For uses other than commercial
office uses, tower floor plate sizes above the podium base should generally not
exceed: 40,000 square feet up to 250 feet of height; or 30,000 square feet above
250 feet of height. In general, towers should be configured such that no block has
less than two towers. The proposal accomplishes this recommendation by providing
two (2) separate podiums and towers. The South Tower is approximately 20,997 sq.
ft. above the podium, tapering to approximately 10,752 sq. ft. by the 25th floor. The
North Tower is approximately 20,735 sq. ft. at the second level, tapering to
approximately 9,651 sq. ft. by the 25th floor.
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•

Building Tops: The CCSP recommends that a distinctive top, consisting of the upper
two to four floors of a tower, should be provided through a change in at least two
(2) of the following features - window rhythm, apparent floor height, setbacks,
sculpted form, or materials. The South Tower features terracing and step backs from
the 21st floor up, with a distinct panel façade system wrapping the top floor and
penthouse. The North Tower top four levels step back progressively and feature
contrasting façade materials.

•

Mechanical Penthouse: The CCSP recommends that the walls of all penthouse
structures should be setback from the edge of the roof a distance no less than the
height of the wall. All penthouse structures should have enhanced façade
treatments of a quality and character consistent with the building’s tower façade.
The South Tower mechanical wall is approximately 14 feet tall with varying setback
of 0 to 9 feet from the roof levels below. The North Tower mechanical wall is
approximately 14 feet tall, with step backs varying from approximately 10 feet to 19
feet from the roof below. The South Tower has a distinct panel façade system
wrapping the mechanical penthouse, while the North Tower has a distinct
prefinished metal cladding system wrapping the mechanical penthouse.

Center Park: The CCSP identifies the center of the J-K block for the future Center Park. The
target size of the park is 74,200 sq. ft. – the largest park in Crystal City. As discussed above, the
park is envisioned to include a wide variety of uses and activities. Retail uses are envisioned on
the north and east sides of the park with the possibility of a retail arcade at the northern end
(near Crystal Mall II). Additional guidance for the park includes:
• A prominent vertical architectural feature could be located at the southwest corner to
signal a point of entry and gathering.
• A strong link between 18thand 20thStreets should also be considered with a grand
stair/seating area… as a possible strategy to negotiate the grade difference.
• Much of the park should be pervious and predominately grass.
• Special art features, artistic lighting, cisterns within the park and adjacent buildings
could capture rainwater for irrigation, wind turbines and/or solar panels as
art/education/power sources.
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Arlington County Retail Plan (2015)
Retail Plan identifies ground-floor frontages appropriate for retail within the subject site area
on the Retail Street Map for Crystal City.

The site includes Gold street typologies along 20th Street South, Crystal Drive, and 18th Street
South. Gold streets are “planned for any type of retail use or retail equivalent as permitted by
the Zoning Ordinance, with exterior and interior design elements as set forth in the Retail and
Urban Design Guidelines.” Among other exterior design elements, Gold streets should have
ground floor transparency of approximately 65 percent of the ground floor. (Note: The CCSP
also recommends retail fronting the future Center Park on the interior of the site).
Preliminary Issues: Outlined below are the preliminary issues or topics of conversation that
staff has identified and will work to address with the applicant:
Sector Plan (CCSP) Deviations:
Through the SPRC process there will be an ongoing look at the appropriateness of identified
CCSP deviations that were tabled at LRPC for further discussion at the end of SPRC. These
include:
• Architectural Features (corner of the North Tower)
• Parking
• Build-to Lines (notably on 20th Street South)
• Public Open Space (the green “tail” proposed in the CCSP connecting Center Park to 18 th
Street S.)
• Street Sections (20th Street South, on-street parking)
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“Woonerf” or Pedestrian Priority / Plaza Street:
Staff has encouraged the applicant to eliminate vehicular access on the proposed east-west
woonerf, making it a pedestrian-only plaza. This issue, and the implications for the placement
of the tower lobbies with be further examined.
Loading:
The applicant has requested zoning modifications to reduce the number of required loading
spaces for both SP #56 (Mall IV only) and SP #421. Staff will be working with the applicant to
address the site loading, to ensure the adequate number of spaces.
Alley and Plaza Street Treatment:
Staff has requested the applicant work to improve the design and treatment of the alley to
ensure pedestrian-friendly look and feel, particularly on the proposed north-south alley which
will connect with the future Center Park.
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